Code: MLSTMW1
Multi Layer Sticky / Tacky EnviroTack™ Mats 18x36 inch - Case of 8

Why Choose Multi Layer Sticky / Tacky
EnviroTack™ Mats - 18x36 inch - Case of 8
Best value on the market - quality tacky mats
Contain renewable plant-based materials - an
environmentally friendly choice
Removes dirt, dust and possible contaminants from footwear
and wheels before entering clean areas
30 sheets per mat with 8 mats per case
Size: 460 x 915mm (18 x 36")
Pictured with small sticky mat frame
Mat frame available to purchase from MLSTMF2
Choice of blue or white

More Info
Best value on the market - quality tacky mats
First ever contamination control product containing
renewable plant-based materials, providing an
environmentally friendly alternative for socially responsible
organizations.
The proprietary technology reduces the CO2 emissions
during the manufacturing process, reducing carbon footprint
providing customers with an effective and earth-friendly
solution to contamination control.
Size: 460 x 915mm (18 x 36")
8 mats per case, 30 sheets per mat
To remove footborne and wheelborne contamination
Low profile so no need for any frame
No residue and easy-peel polyethylene sheets
Numbered peel tabs on each sheet

Available Options
Blue
White

Choice of blue or white
MLSTMW1B: Blue
MLSTMW1W: White

Recommendation Use white mats for cleanrooms,
laboratories, etc. as dirt will be more visible on a white
surface. Blue mats are best reserved for industrial use where
footborne contamination is lighter, e.g. plaster/brickdust.

Brand

Lead time (if out of stock)

Purus

3-4 weeks

Pack Size

Materials

30 sheets per mat with 8 mats per case

Polythene sheets

Size

Applications

Small - 460 x 915mm

Cleanrooms, Labs, Healthcare, Construction, Trade Services,
Retail and many more!

Country of origin

Technical data

China

It is recommended that you use white mats where dirt will be
more visible on a white surface, in a laboratory for example,
and blue mats are used where dirt is lighter, like plaster or
brick dust.

Sterility

Warning

Non-Sterile

If you wish to be able to pick the mat up, to cleanunder it or
to move the mat, it is recommendedthat you use a frame as
the bottom of the mat willlose it's tackiness if it has been
stuck downpreviously.

Washing

Instructions for use

Each layer is disposable, washing not recommended.

1. Clean and dry the area where the mat is to be placed.2.
Remove protective film from the bottom of the mat.3.
Adhere mat to floor, smoothing out from one corner. With
the protective non-adhesive layer still in place, walk on the
top to firmly press do

Grading system
Standard

